
Managing the complexity of today’s campus commerce systems is a daunting task for many  
Business Offices. So much data must be analyzed, protected, posted, and reconciled. There are so 
many places where system errors can pop up and so many pay points to monitor. And that’s only  
when campuses are reactive, looking at information after the fact! If they want to be proactive, view  
trends, and see summaries in real time, it’s even more difficult. Fortunately, there’s TouchNet’s  
U.Commerce Dashboard.

The vision of unified campus commerce comes to life in the U.Commerce Dashboard. It’s the 
command center for institution-wide financial management. Every transaction, for every merchant 
in the system, can be tracked and monitored. It brings new accountability, control, and confidence 
to campus financial management while it transforms the campus Business Office into a technology-
driven operations center.

U.Commerce Central/Dashboard
Your Campus Commerce Command Center

Everywhere Money Moves.
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U.Commerce Central/Dashboard
Your Campus Commerce Command Center

    Track Business Transactions
Keep your finger on the pulse of daily commerce 
activities campuswide. Review summary reports of 
daily activity. Drill down into individual transactions 
to resolve issues and capture details. View transactions 
by payment method, merchant, and more. Analyze 
historical data and payment trends.

    Merchant Management
Analyze transaction summaries by merchant, including 
breakdown of TouchNet Ready Partner transactions.

    View System Exceptions
Go to the Dashboard to view system alerts, messages, 
and notifications. Be proactive in reconciling system 
exceptions in posting or processing commerce 
transactions. Think of it as your opportunity to 
take real-time action for real-time events.

    Multi-Campus Support
View data cumulatively for all campuses or for a 
single campus. Set up permissions for administrative 
access to Dashboard data.

Why U.Commerce Dashboard?


